MINT NOTES
Sironj is a town in Rajput ana. Situated on the direct route between the Dakhan and Agra, It was a considerable city in olden times., but is now of no importance.
(SAHEIND)
Lai 30° 38'        Long. 76° 27/
G.	S.	C.
Akbar	—	—	4
Aurangzeb	—	9	—-
Shah £Alam I	—	3	—
Jahandar	—	1	—•
Farrukhsiyar	—	7	—
Shall Jahan II	—	1	—
Muhammad Shah	—	10	—
Ahmad Shah	—	6	—
'Alaraglr II	—	2	—
SarMnd was the head-quarters of a sarkar in the Dehll Province, and is now in the Patiala State. The gold coin in the British Museum Collection., No. 61 in the Catalogue, which is attributed to this mint, is almost certainly an issue of the mint-town Pattan with its title of Shahr. But a Sarhind gold coin of ilahfi year 50, and month Aban, is recorded as having been in the Da Cunha Collection. No silver coins of Akbar are known, but there are ctems of year A. h. 987 on which the mint-town is called Baldat Sarhind—No. 701— and ilaM copper pieces of years 87 to 41. The latter resemble the half-dams of Kabul in that they do not give the month of issue.
No coins from this mint are yet known of Jahangir or of Shah Jahan, and no copper coins have been found after Akbar,
The silver coins of Aurangzeb are of the normal type, the earliest published being of year 1103—J. M. Cat., No. 1504. On these, and on all succeeding issues, the mint-name is spelt Sahrind.
Rupees are known of all the succeeding emperors as far as 'Alaniglr II. Coin No. 2303 is the first Sahrind coin found of Shi.h Jahan II.
Gold mohars of Farrukisiyar, Muhammad Shah, Ahmad Shah? and 'Alamglr II were published in N. S. XI. Coin B. M. Oat, No. 895, attributed to Patna, is really of Sahrind mint.
There are no gold coins of Sarhind in this Collection, but otherwise the mint is very well represented.
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